ADVANTAGE T/A DRIVE
ON-ROAD
Built for street toughness
Make your own way in every driving situation thanks to the
strong tyre structure of the BFGoodrich Advantage T/A
Drive tyre.

GREAT BRAKING ON WET AND DRY
Large tread block with deep wide longitudinal and latitudinal
grooves and sipes ensuring great braking in both wet and dry.

CONTROL IN ALL SITUATIONS
Symmetric tread design with rigid tread blocks and shoulder and
"jagged" grooves for responsive handling and control.

SMOOTH HANDLING
The mix of tread pattern blocks in various sizes and "jagged"
grooves along with reinforced fillers at the shoulder provide
smooth handling and response to your driving.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ADVANTAGE T/A SUV
ON-ROAD
The tyre for the driver who wants it all.
Thanks to the strong tyre structure of the BFGoodrich
Advantage T/A SUV tyre, you can make your own way and
enjoy a smooth drive in every driving situation.

GREAT BRAKING ON WET AND DRY
Large tread block with deep wide longitudinal and latitudinal
grooves and sipes ensuring great braking in both wet and dry.

CONTROL IN ALL SITUATIONS
Symmetric tread design with rigid tread blocks and shoulder and
"jagged" grooves for responsive handling and control.
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SMOOTH HANDLING
The mix of tread pattern blocks in various sizes and "jagged"
grooves along with reinforced fillers at the shoulder provide
smooth handling and response to your driving.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ADVANTAGE T/A SPORT
ON-ROAD
Defy the weather, control the curves, and enjoy the drive for
miles and miles.

ALL SEASON, ALL PURPOSE: 12% BETTER WET
12% better Wet Braking & 15% better snow traction.
Locking 3-D Active Sipe Technology provides more biting edges
for significantly increased wet and light snow traction. Advanced
All-Season Tread Compounds are silica-infused compounds to
deliver outstanding grip year round. Aqua-Flume™ Technology is
a curvilinear groove network designed to disperse water from
under the contact patch.

ADVANCED MILEAGE
- Computer Optimized Footprint manages tread wear evolution
for longer life and a quiet ride. Locking 3-D Active Sipe
Technology designed to lock together under tyre's footprint
providing stability for longer wear.
- Full Depth Tread Features maintain consistent performance and
look throughout the life of the tyre.

AGILE HANDLING
15% better Dry Handling
Next Generation ETEC System™ (Equal Tension Containment
System) maintains optimal footprint shape during cornering and
High Speed situations+. Next Generation g-Wedge Sidewall
Stabilizer™ stabilizes sidewall for crisp handling and comfortable
ride. Continuous Centre Rib provides consistent steering
response and road feel.
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ADVANTAGE T/A SPORT LT
ON-ROAD
Defy the weather, control the curves and enjoy the drive for
kilometres and kilometres.

9% BETTER HYDROPLANING PERFORMANCE*
- Locking 3D sipes technology provides increased traction.
- Aqua-Flume technology designed to disperse water from under
contact patch
*Based on internal hydroplaning results versus previous
generation BFGoodrich® Long Trail T/A® Tour tyre in sizes
P245/65R17 105T and 245/65R17 107T. Actual on-road results
may vary.

UP TO 15,000 KMS MORE MILEAGE*
Optimised footprint manages tread wear evolution for longer tyre
life.
*95,000 km limited tread life warranty V-rated versus 80,000 km
limited tread life warranty V-rated BFGoodrich® Long Trail T/A®
Tour tyre.

10% BETTER HANDLING*
Next Generation ETEC System (Equal Tension Containment
System) maintains optimal footprint shape during cornering and
high speed.
*Based on internal handling results versus previous generation
BFGoodrich® Long Trail T/A® Tour tyre in sizes P245/65R17 105T
and 245/65R17 107T. Actual on-road results may vary. Exceeding
the safe, legal speed limit is neither recommended nor endorsed.
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